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A: For static pages/organisations - I would suggest you
use url_for(). For posts and other dynamic content, we
use the helper method addslashes(). You can see some
examples on the django documentation page here For

your specific case, I would create a template block
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called "menu", and show it on the page (if nothing else
has been rendered): {% block menu %} Menu 1 Menu
2 {% endblock %} Then, in one of your views, show
the menu: def page_view(request, slug): ... your view

code goes here... return render(request,
'base/menu.html', {'menu': menu_items}) You can

then use the loop from menu.html to show the menu
items: {% for item in menu %} {{ item.title }} {%
endfor %} This is a simple and tested method. Any

questions, feel free to ask! Categories Ancient City of
Lango Lango is an important city of Uganda located

in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). This
city is in a lake area and has many churches. Lango
was the capital of the state of K’wekwe kingdom,

which was the most important state in Uganda during
the 19th century. The state of Urua King Moyo was

also located nearby. The old name of Lango was
“Kisanga” and it has the same meaning with

“Kisanga”. The inhabitants of this city are mainly
Christians and they speak the Kisanga language. The
nearby city is “Kiruhura” where the inhabitants are

mainly Muslims. Both of these cities had a very great
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economic benefit. The nearby town of “Kayumbu” is
also a city where the inhabitants mainly speak the Luo
language.News Australia's National Parks are Under

Attack Our parks are suffering an unparalleled assault
3da54e8ca3
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